WOOD-TEK™

The warmth of wood, the strength of steel
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Wood-Tek can be incorporated with many Aurora Storage Products including Aurora Quik-Lok Shelving, Aurora Mobile, and Times-2.
What do you get when you blend the warmth of wood, with the strength of steel? Wood-Tek shelving and cabinetry.

Wood-Tek’s classic good looks grace the hallways and front areas of business, legal and accounting firms, as well as libraries and schools across the country. Wood-Tek is not only beautiful, but strong enough to support the weight of the heaviest of media.

Wood-Tek provides unsurpassed beauty and a lifetime of value. Wood-Tek offers many advantages when compared to conventional millwork.

• Unlike millwork, Wood-Tek shelves are Aurora Quik-Lok, steel shelving that’s guaranteed to stay rigid and level.

• Wood-Tek shelves support greater weight than conventional millwork. One 36” x 12” span of shelving holds an excess of 300 pounds.

• Wood-Tek product is versatile and ‘portable’. If your business moves, Wood-Tek can move with you to preserve your investment.

• Wood-Tek comes in 2 wood species and 4 elegant stains. When combined with any of the 32 beautiful colors of shelving, Wood-Tek provides infinite design possibilities.
End Panels

- Buckingham
- Ambassador
- Carlyle
- Classic
- Shaker
- Federal

WOOD-TEK | Design Elements
Wood-Tek styles range from contemporary through traditional in Cherry and Maple in four stains. Customize Wood-Tek with your choice of exotic woods or unique stains and finishes. Door fronts of solid wood, glass, mesh or shaker style provide a versatile finishing touch.
WOOD-TEK | Colors

- Honey Cherry
- Chestnut Cherry
- Red Cherry
- Natural Maple

Other stains and species of wood are available.
Our design team can create custom Wood-Tek furniture including conference tables, study carrels, cabinets, and podium stands.